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Eileen Sullivan wrote:>> Dear Nan:>> Hope you are doing well. That's amazing that you may do another> 

documentary! I don't know how you did not receive the announcement I sent> out regarding the deposition 

transcripts. I am sorry you did not receive> it -- the deadline for ordering was August 14th. They will soon be> 

transferred to the JFK Collection though, and will be available through the> Archives. By the way, we did not 

release autopsy photographs (which Danny> Spiegel indicated.) There may have been photocopies of 

photographs among> the exhibits that have appeared in books but we did not release the> photographs. They 

are exempt from the JFK Act.>> I will send you that announcement, along with the staff memo that> 

accompanied the transcripts. The other press release, regarding the> ballistics testing, was issued by NARA, so 

you would not have received that> from me. I will also include a copy of that release ( I will put these> items in 

regular to you today.)>> The final report will be issued sometime during the latter portion of> September. I do 

not know the logistics yet as to how it will be> disseminated, however when the time comes, we will let you 

know when it is> issued and how to obtain a copy.>> p.s. No news on the Zapruder film yet.>> I hope this is 

helpful to you. Keep in touch.>> EileenHello Eileen! Great to hear from you!Thank you so much for the info -- 

and the press releases -- they came inthe mail a couple of days ago. I feel so much better now that I haveall 

the latest info from the Review Board! I don't want to missanything!The only other item I need from you -- 

before you guys disappear -- is astaff contact list -- if you have one. We want to be sure we have thisso we can 

contact everyone when the show airs in November. The HistroyChannel is still mulling over the idea of a 

screening at the Archives.David, Todd, and I are lobbying very strongly but we have not received 

aconfirmation yet. I'll let you know as soon as we know so you can markthe date on your calendar!That's 

about all for now. Thanks again for the info. Keep in touch.Nan
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